liberal, and nostalgic impulses and actions cannot prevent descents into despair; rather it is the ambiguities of the modernist condition that steer his characters away from the tragedy of a David Canaan. In his stories and one novel, No Great Mischief, Alistair MacLeod investigates the same harsh regional territory whose determinism is softened only by 'mystical connection with the past' and 'gesture [s] towards freedom' that are manifestations of grace. Such gestures, often blood-based, are replete with a 'nostalgic, melancholic longing' that is essentially conservative and patriarchal in nature.
David Adams Richards's longevity as a writer displays an evolution of creative expression in the face of grimly perceived Maritime experience. Creelman points to the complete absence of the nostalgic, though not of the romantic, in Richards's writing and an absolute dissatisfaction with state interference in individual lives. The early Richards's fiction is strongly deterministic in nature, though his later work combines the ever-present integrity of marginalized characters with elements of free will and affirmation of selfhood against overwhelming odds.
It is ironic that Creelman remarks on the 'homogenous and uniform group' of male writers in his study, because his alternative is a catch-all chapter that includes seven female writers who deserve to be named here: Donna Smyth, Nancy Bauer, Budge Wilson, Deborah Joy Corey, Lynn Coady, Carol Bruneau, and Ann-Marie MacDonald. These women address the limitations of patriarchal culture and emphasize the 'necessity of feminism at the level of the self/community.' The struggle for visibility and effect is not easy, and Coady, according to Creelman, just pulls back from a nihilistic response to male oppression. MacDonald's novel Fall on Your Knees is singled out for its complex narrative display, a hybridity of voices that refuses to be subsumed by master and commander monologues.
Creelman's conclusions about Maritime realist fiction are not optimistic. He forsees even 'grimmer texts' than some of those Richards has produced. If he does stress the importance of 'tracing the track left behind,' he does so in surprisingly tentative fashion, given the quality of his critical insights and the tribute he has paid to those who wrote the track. (J.A. WAIN-WRIGHT) Miléna Santoro.
Mothers of Invention: Feminist Authors and Experimental Fiction in France and Quebec
McGill-Queen's University Press 2002. xvi, 348. $75.00
In this exhaustive and well-documented study, Miléna Santoro analyses selected novels by four francophone feminist writers, two of whom hail from France, and two from Quebec: Hélène Cixous, Madeleine Gagnon, xxxxxxx Nicole Brossard, and Jeanne Hyvrard. As considerable attention has already been devoted to the theoretical and philosophical issues surrounding French feminism, Santoro chooses to concentrate on the fictional writings of these four authors, who share 'similar political, ethical, and aesthetic goals with virtually identical creative strategies.' Postulating the existence of a transatlantic feminist community during the 1970s, Santoro claims that these women's experimental works constitute the final chapter of twentieth-century avant-garde writing. The focus of her analysis is on the mother figure, the representation of maternity, and the subversive use of language in the complex, original novels under scrutiny. The 'mothers of invention' announced in the title are multiple, as this expression refers to the four authors themselves, the 'birth' of their inventive scriptural strategies, and the various configurations of the mother that are proposed, revisited, contested, and valorized in their novels. Throughout this volume, Santoro demonstrates her vast knowledge of each author's oeuvre, of the critical analyses previously published on the novels in question, and of the social and political contexts of French and Québécois feminism of the 1970s. A different chapter is devoted to each of the four writers, and each of these chapters is divided into three sections: a brief introduction to the author's works, context, and career achievements; a consideration of the principal thematic concerns of the novel in question; and finally, an analysis of the experimental narrative strategies deployed therein. Santoro performs meticulous, close readings of each novel, showing a keen sensitivity to the text and an eye for detail.
The book's opening chapter provides a useful survey of the social and historical background of the revival of feminism in France and Quebec in the 1970s, setting the groundwork for the analysis of the novels in the later chapters, and elucidating the notions of écriture féminine (feminine writing, as proposed by Cixous) and écriture au féminin (writing in the feminine, an expression used in Quebec). While much of this material has been reviewed elsewhere, Santoro's discussion has the merit of explaining the various 'similarities and reciprocal influences' between the different writers on both sides of the Atlantic. The final part of this chapter rightly calls for a revision of the male-dominated avant-garde canon, insisting on the inclusion of women's texts and specifically those penned by these four authors, given their disruptive use of language, coupled with their ethical and political stance.
In the following four chapters, Santoro provides a detailed analysis of the four selected novels, beginning with Hélène Cixous's La. Concentrating on the novel's rewriting of several intertexts, Santoro charts the narrator's difficult metamorphosis from an initial moribund state induced by patriarchy to her eventual 'rebirth' as a joyful subject at the novel's conclusion. Santoro convincingly illustrates the importance of La's intricate xxxxxxx intertextual network, but this study could have benefited from more extensive recourse to theories of intertextuality, such as those of Gérard Genette (who is rather hastily dismissed in a footnote), Laurent Jenny, or others, especially given the preponderant role of the Egyptian Book of the Dead as La's major hypotext. Turning her attention to Madeleine Gagnon's poetic novel Lueur, which features the relationship between grandmother and granddaughter, Santoro again examines numerous textual devices, including intertextual references to classical myth and theoretical discourse, the construction and transmission of a 'specifically woman-centered ancestral memory or tradition,' the novel's emphasis on mother figures, death, language, and the body, and its innovative combination of different literary genres.
A similar departure from traditional narrative conventions is observed in Nicole Brossard's L'Amèr ou le chapitre effrité, in which the narrator, assuming both mother and daughter subject positions, rejects images typically associated with maternity such as the sea evoked in the polysemic title and refuses the role of the patriarchal mother. Santoro's thorough analysis of L'Amèr succeeds in teasing out the numerous poetic ways in which Brossard relates alternative visions of motherhood to selfhood and to lesbian subjectivity. Finally, Santoro focuses on Jeanne Hyvrard's first three novels, Les Prunes de Cythère, Mère la mort, and La Meurtritude, attentively analysing the multiplicity of conflicting maternal images, the struggle with madness resulting from the mechanisms of patriarchy, and the complex cohabitation of opposites ('contraration' in Hyvrard's terms) that characterizes the first-person narrator's fluctuating status, oscillating in Les Prunes de Cythère, for example, between 'sterility and fecundity, ... victim and persecutor, mother and daughter, witness and lover, slave and madwoman.' In all four chapters, Santoro pays careful attention to the authors' innovative textual strategies, many of which are strikingly similar, such as polysemy, neologisms, elliptical writing, disruptive syntax, multiple pronouns and subject positions, assonance, and alliteration.
In her conclusion, Santoro makes many judicious remarks regarding the analogous writing strategies adopted by the four writers. Returning to the notion of the 'contemporary feminist avant-garde' proposed in the book's initial chapter, Santoro stresses the emancipatory and political capacity of these difficult, poetic texts. Mothers of Invention is a well-written, informative volume that makes a major contribution to current feminist literary studies. It can profitably be read as an important transatlantic companion piece to recent English-language publications on contemporary 
